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Abstract
As a standard algorithm for efficiently calculating set similarity, Minwise hashing is widely used to detect text similarity.

The major drawback associated with Minwise hashing is expensive preprocessing. One permutation hashing (OPH) is

proposed in order to reduce the number of random permutations. OPH divides the space Ω evenly into k bins, and selects

the smallest nonzero value in each bin to re-index the selected elements. We propose a weight one permutation hashing

(WOPH) by dividing the entire space Ω into k1 and k2 bins and sampling k1 and k2 in proportion to form a weighted kw.

WOPH has a wider range of precision by expanding the proportion of w1 and w2 to different accuracy levels of the user.

The variance of WOPH can be rapidly decreased first and then slowly decreased, although the final variance is the same

as OPH with the same k. We combined the dynamic double filter with WOPH to reduce the calculation time by eliminat-

ing unnecessary comparison in advance. For example, for a large number of real data with low similarity accompanied

by high threshold queries, the filter reduces the comparison of WOPH by 85%.

Category: Databases / Data Mining
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of computer and Internet

technologies, as well as the arrival of big data, information

has been increasingly digitized and electronic, which

facilitates communication. However, it also increases the

risk of copying, plagiarism and duplicating others’

academic achievements. The use of illegal means to

plagiarize academic results of others has seriously

damaged the intellectual property rights of experts, and

casts a shadow over the fairness and justice of the

academic community. Text similarity detection technology

is an effective means to protect the intellectual property

rights of digital products. It is widely used in search

engines [1-3], anti-spam [4, 5], anti-academic [6] results

in plagiarism [7], digital libraries [8-10], and so on.

Traditionally, when comparing two texts for similarities,

most of them are converted into a feature vector of the

texts to determine the similarity after text segmentation.

The commonly used text similarity measurements utilize

Euclidean distance [11-13], editing distance [14], cosine

similarity [15], and Jaccard coefficient [16-19]. These

algorithms are inefficient and the accuracy of detection is

not high. Therefore, they are only appropriate for short

text or a relatively small amount of data, and cannot be

extended to similarity detection of massive data and long

text. In the face of similarity measurement of massive text

data, most scholars generate k hash codes or fingerprints
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from k independent sample outputs, and estimate the

similarity between texts by calculating an equal number

of fingerprints. This type of algorithm is collectively

referred to as hash similarity measurement. 

A. Minwise Hashing

Minwise hashing [20] (or Minhash) is a locally sensitive

hash [21] and is considered to be the most popular

similarity estimation method [22]. Minhash algorithm is

mainly used to estimate the similarity of two sets. It is a

standard technology used to calculate the similarity of

sets. The Jaccard similarity coefficient is used as the

theoretical value for similarity calculation. Minhash

algorithm is characterized by rapid calculation and simple

fingerprint generation. It is widely used in the fields of

web page duplication [23-25], text similarity detection

[26], wireless sensor networks [27], network community

classification [28], text reuse [29-31], connection graph

compression [32], and so on. Therefore, the algorithm

also involves a considerable number of theoretical and

experimental methods of innovation and development

[33-35]. When Minhash algorithm detects the similarity

of two document sets, it generates k feature values

(fingerprints) via k times of random permutation and then

compares the equal number of feature values, and finally

estimates the similarity of the two document sets.

The Minhash algorithm is calculated as follows: Let

the full set Ω = {0, 1, ..., D-1} determine the related

shingles set Sd by shingling the document d. Given the

shingles sets S1 and S2 corresponding to the two documents

d1 and d2, the similarity R(d1, d2) of documents d1 and d2 

is defined as R(d1, d2) = , f1 = , f2 = ,

a = . Calculation of the similarity of two documents

is essential for the calculation of the intersection of two

shingles sets. Suppose a random independent permutation

group on Ω: 

π : Ω → Ω, Ω = {0, 1, ..., D-1}, the estimation formula

of R (d1, d2) is as follows:

(1)

Based on k random independent permutation groups

π1, π2, ..., πn, the shingles set of any document d is

transformed into the following equation:

The unbiased estimate of R for Minhash is as follows:

(2)

The variance is obtained as follows:

(3)

where k represents the number of experiments (or sample

size).

In order to achieve high accuracy of text similarity, the

number of fingerprints k must be sufficient, generally

assuming k = 500. Normally, the Minhash algorithm can

only produce a single feature value [5] at a time, that is,

when the number of fingerprints is k ≥ 500, k times of

random permutation is needed. Thus, when the similarity

of massive documents is detected, we spend a lot of time

on the random replacement. For example, when the

number of documents to be detected is 1 million and the

number of fingerprints is k = 500, the number of random

permutations throughout the detection process is 500

million.

The b-bit Minwise hashing method [36] provides a

simple solution by storing only the lowest b-bit of each

hashed data [37]. In this way, the dimension of the

extended data matrix from the hashed data is only 2b×k.

The b-bit Minwise hashing is widely used in sublinear time

near-neighbor [38] and linear learning processes [39].

The major drawback of Minhash and b-bit Minwise hashing

methods is that they require expensive preprocessing

involving k (e.g., 200 to 500) permutations of the entire

dataset [37].

B. One Permutation Hashing

Intuitively, Minhash’s standard practice should be very

“wasteful” because all non-zero elements in a group are

scanned (replaced), but only the smallest elements are

used [40]. In order to reduce the number of random

permutations of the Minhash algorithm, Li et al. [40]

proposed the one permutation hashing algorithm, referred

to as OPH. The algorithm can generate k fingerprint values

with only one random permutation, and the similarity of

the document set can be estimated using these k

fingerprint values. OPH reduces the number of traditional

Minhash permutations from k = 500 to 1, which greatly

reduces the time consumption of Minhash algorithm in

random permutation, and at the same time ensures that

the accuracy is basically unchanged or even slightly

better. The specific algorithm process is as follows:

Suppose that the random permutation sequences

generated by two sets S1, S2 after a random permutation

are π(S1) and π(S2), respectively. Examples of the specific

forms of random permutation sequences π(S1) and π(S2)

are provided in Table 1. 

The space Ω is evenly divided into k bins, and a

minimum non-zero element is selected in each region as

the fingerprint generated by sampling if a bin is empty,

that is, if there is no non-zero element in the region, the *

S1 S2∩
S1 S2∪
----------------- a

f1 f2 a–+
-------------------= S1 S2

S1 S2∩

Pr min( π S1( ){ } min π S2( ){ })
S1 S2∩
S1 S2∪
----------------- R d1, d2( )= = =

Sd min( π1 Sd({ }, min π2 Sd( ){ }, ..., min πk Sd( ){ })=

R̂M

1
k
--- 1 min πj S1( )( ) min πj S2( )( )={ }

j 1=

k

∑=

Var R̂M( ) 1
k
---R 1 R–( )=
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is used as the fingerprint generated by a sampling. For

example, let the random sequences generated by a random

permutation of sets S1 and S2 be π(S1) = {2,4,7,13} and

π(S2) = {0,3,6,12}, respectively. If k = 4, select a minimum

non-zero element in each bin as the hash value generated

by a sample. Therefore, the fingerprints produced by S1

and S2 by OPH algorithm are [2-4×0, 4-4×1, *, 13-4×3] =

[2, 0, *, 1] and [0-4×0, 6-4×1, *, 12-4×3] = [0, 2, *, 0],

respectively. 

The OPH defines Nemp for the number of bins that are

empty in both sets, and Nmat for the number of bins that

are not empty and have equal fingerprint values in both

sets, as follows:

, , (4)

where Ii represents the ith bin, Imat,i and Iemp,i are defined as

follows:

,

(5)

(6)

The unbiased estimator of OPH is obtained as follows:

. (7)

The variance is derived as follows:

. (8)

Compared with Minhash, the number of random

permutations k of OPH are greatly reduced when the

same number of fingerprints are generated, which greatly

reduces the time of the random replacement and improves

the efficiency of the sampling algorithm. However, when

measuring text similarity, OPH must perform a complete

eigenvalue comparison. When the text is large, the

complete comparison of the feature value of the entire

text will entail significant computational cost. 

C. Our Proposal: Weight One Permutation
Hashing

The main idea of weight one permutation hashing

(WOPH) is to adopt non-uniform partition space Ω to

form a weighted kw. Specific practices are as follows: The

entire space Ω is evenly divided into k1 and k2 bins in

advance, and k1 and k2 sampled in proportion to form a

weighted kw. The values of Nmatw and Nempw are counted

in kw, and the similarity Rw is finally calculated. Changes

in WOPH show a wide range of accuracy, thus, combining

the dynamic double filter with WOPH to reduce the

calculation time by terminating unnecessary comparison

in advance. 

In this paper, our main contributions are as follows:

1) In this paper, we innovatively propose WOPH by

adopting non-uniform partitioning space to form a

weighted kw.

2) Under the premise that the experimental results

prove that the WOPH algorithm can achieve a wide

range of precision and the accuracy of calculation is

almost consistent with OPH, the WOPH can improve

the efficiency of calculation by setting the appropriate

threshold during similarity comparison.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

discusses the theoretical derivation of WOPH similarity

calculation. Section III describes the steps to calculate the

similarity of WOPH. Section IV discusses and analyzes

the variance measurement experiments of WOPH and

OPH involving 9 pairs of documents, and the variance

changes of WOPH. Section V mainly suggests that WOPH

greatly improves the computational efficiency in practical

applications by combining dynamic double filter. Finally,

Section VI provides conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF WEIGHT ONE
PERMUTATION HASHING

Suppose that the random sequence of the set 

produced by a random permutation is π(S), OPH divides

the space evenly into k1 and k2 bins. Considering the bins

with the ratio t1 (0 < t1 < 1) from k1; assuming the bins

with the ratio t2 (0 < t2 < 1) from k2, where t1 + t2 =1, the

following equation can be generated:

(9)

Nemp Iemp, j

i 1=

K

∑= Nmat Imat, j

i 1=

K

∑=

Imat, j

1, if min π S1( )( ) min π S2( )( ) *≠= in the j
th
 bin

0, otherwise                                                   ⎩
⎨
⎧

=

Iemp, j

1, if π S1( ) π S2( ) *= = in the j
th
 bin

0, otherwise                                 ⎩
⎨
⎧

=

R̂
Nmat

K Nemp–
------------------=

Var R( ) R 1 R–( ) E
1

K Nemp–
------------------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ 1

1
f 1–
---------+⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞ 1
f 1–
---------–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞=

S Ω⊆

kw t1 k1⋅ t2 k2⋅+=

Table 1. Examples of π(S1) and π(S2)

1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

π(S1) 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

π(S
2
) 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
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The new bin is defined as kw based on proportional

sampling from k1 and k2, where the weights w1 and w2 are

as follows:

, , (10)

The construction diagram of the kw is as follows:

LEMMA 1. Estimators of weight one permutation

hashing.

(11)

The proof process is as follows:

According to probability theory, the values of Nmat1 and

Nmat2 can be obtained when k = k1 and k = k2.

 

where  represents the

probability of fingerprint matching in the entire III in

Fig. 1.

 represents the proba-

bility of matching the left portion of the fingerprint of the

III in Fig. 1.

 represents

the probability of matching the right portion of the

fingerprint of the III in Fig. 1.

Therefore, it can be concluded as follows:  =

 + .

Substituting w1 and w2 into the above formula, we

obtain .

The value of Nmatw can be calculated according to the

previously set ratios t1 and t2, wherein,

(12)

Similarly, the value of  can also be obtained

according to the previously set ratios t1 and t2, wherein

(13)

Obtaining Nmat1 and Nmat2 from Eq. (7), 

, .

Combined with the formula (12), the following

equation can be obtained:

.

Combined with the formula (13), the unbiased estimator

of Rw is as follows: , Lemma 1 is proved.

Based on the variance formula (8) of OPH, the

variance of WOPH can be obtained as follows:

(14)

LEMMA 2. If , has .

Proof is as follows: 

If , assume ; obviously, there is ;

at the same time, let , d > 0.

If , the following equation

was obtained:

,

that is: 

.

Substituting  and  into the

above equation yields the following:

.

The following can be obtained by deformation of the

above formula: 

 and 

.

If , there is .

That is, .

Assuming  and substituting it into the above

formula to get:  and .

If , .

And substituting  and  into

the above formula, we derived the following result: 

w1

t1 k1⋅
kw

----------= w2

t2 k2⋅
kw

----------= w1 w2+ 1=

R̂w
Nmatw

kw Nempw–
-------------------------=

Pr Imat, j 1, j 1, kw[ ]∈=( ) w1Pr Imat, j 1, j 1, t1k1[ ]∈=( )=

+w2Pr Imat, j 1, j t1k1 1+ , t1k1 t2k2+[ ]∈=( )

Pr Imat, j 1, j 1, kw[ ]∈=( ) Nmatw
kw

-------------=

Pr Imat, j 1, j 1, t1k1[ ]∈=( ) Nmat 1

k1

-----------=

Pr Imat, j 1, j t1k1 1+ , t1k1 t2k2+[ ]∈=( ) Nmat2

k2

-----------=

Nmatw

kw
-------------

w1

Nmat1

k1

----------- w2

Nmat2

k2

-----------

Nmatw

kw
-------------

t1 k1⋅
kw

----------
Nmat1

k1

-----------⋅ t2 k2⋅
kw

----------
Nmat2

k2

-----------⋅+=

Nmatw t1 Nmat1⋅ t2 Nmat2⋅+=

Nempw

Nempw t1 Nemp1⋅ t2 Nemp2⋅+=

Nmat1=

R k1 Nemp1–( ) Nmat2 R k2 Nemp2–( )=

R
Nmatw

kw t1 Nemp1⋅ t2 Nemp2⋅+( )–
--------------------------------------------------------=

R̂w
Nmatw

kw Nempw–
-------------------------=

Var R̂matw( ) R 1 R–( ) E
1

Nmatw
-------------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ 1

1
f 1–
---------+⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞ 1
f 1–
---------–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞=

k1 k2≥ Nmat1 Nmat2≥

k1 k2≥ k1 c k2⋅= c 1≥
Nmat1 d Nmat2⋅=

R
Nmat1

k1 Nemp1–
--------------------

Nmat2

k2 Nemp2–
--------------------= =

Nmat1 k2 Nmat1 Nemp2⋅–⋅ Nmat2 k1⋅ Nmat2 Nemp1⋅–=

Nmat1 k2 Nmat2 k1⋅–⋅ Nmat1 Nemp2⋅ Nmat2 Nemp1⋅–=

k1 c k2⋅= Nemp1 d Nemp2⋅=

Nmat1 k2⋅ Nmat2 c k2⋅ ⋅– Nmat1 Nemp2⋅ Nmat2 d Nemp2⋅ ⋅–=

k2 Nmat1 Nmat2 c⋅–( )⋅ Nemp2 Nmat1 Nmat2 d⋅–( )⋅=

Nmat1 Nmat2 c⋅–

Nmat1 Nmat2 d⋅–
--------------------------------

Nemp2

k2

-----------=

k2 Nemp2≥
Nemp2

k2

----------- 1≤

Nmat1 Nmat2 c⋅–

Nmat1 Nmat2 d⋅–
-------------------------------- 1≤

c x d⋅=

Nmat1 Nmat2 x d⋅ ⋅–

Nmat1 Nmat2 d⋅–
-------------------------------------- 1≤ x 1≥

R
Nmat1

k1 Nemp1–
--------------------

Nmat2

k2 Nemp2–
--------------------= =

Nmat1

Nmat2

-----------
k1 Nemp1–

k2 Nemp2–
--------------------=

k1 c k2⋅= Nemp1 d Nemp2⋅=
Fig. 1. Constitute a weighted bin kw by the proportional
sampling of k1 and k2.
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, in addition, .

Finally, , at the

same time by , there is .

However, if , and it is known by OPH’s

Lemma 8:

f >> 1. Obviously,

when , there is  and , so there is

, thus Lemma 2 is proved.

LEMMA 3. Let , there is Var(Rmat1) ≤ Var(Rmatw)

≤ Var(Rmat2).

The proof is as follows:

Formulas (8) and (11) are known to yield the

following:

,

when , because , ,

so .

Based on Eq. (12),  is known.

According to Lemma 2, when , because of

, there  is .

Based on the derivation of the above formula, the

 is established, that is, 

, therefore, Var(Rmat1) ≤ Var(Rmatw) ≤

Var(Rmat2), and the proof of Lemma 3 is complete.

III. SPECIFIC CALCULATION OF WEIGHT ONE
PERMUTATION HASHIN

When calculating the similarity between the sets S1 and

S2, the WOPH algorithm first divides the whole set Ω into

t1 to tm in proportion, and evenly divides into ki bins of ti

each, as shown in Fig. 2. 

The Nmatw and Nempw values of the random permutation

sequences π(S1) and π(S2) are respectively counted in

each bin, and the value of Rw is calculated according to

formula (8). The specific division is shown in Fig. 2.

WOPH is shown as in Algorithm 1.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Corresponding to different k values, the variance of

Rmat is obviously different and decreases with increasing

k. In this part, we mainly carry out the following two

experiments.

1) Section B is mainly designed to prove the Lemma 3:

Experimental results prove that different values of kw can

be obtained by sampling different proportions of k1 and

k2; if k1 ≥ k2, there is Var(Rmat1) ≤ Var(Rmatw) ≤ Var(Rmat2).

2) Section C discusses the varying steepness of the

decline in the variance of OPH and WOPH and treats k

comparisons of hash values as a process. Section C

demonstrates that when kw = k, WOPH(kw) and OPH(k)

have the same variance after the similarity calculation

ends, the curves showing variance decline of WOPH and

OPH differ with increased k.

A. Experimental Datasets

We selected the 9 pairs of documents in the experimental

data set in [37] to form the data set of this experiment.

The document pairs were arranged into 9 groups

according to the similarity from high to low, and a pair of

words were randomly selected in each document pair to

represent the pair of documents. The experimental data

are presented in Table 2.

B. Variance Measure of WOPH

Obviously, in the OPH algorithm, if the number of bins

Nmat1

Nmat2

-----------
c k2⋅ d Nemp2⋅–

k2 Nemp2–
--------------------------------= c x d⋅=

Nmat1

Nmat2

-----------
c k2⋅ d Nemp2⋅–

k2 Nemp2–
--------------------------------

d x k2⋅ Nemp2–( )⋅
k2 Nemp2–

------------------------------------= =

x 1≥ Nmat1

Nmat2

----------- d≥

d
Nemp1

Nemp2

-----------=

E Nemp( ) k 1
1
k
---–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞
f
1

f
2

a–+

⋅ k 1
1
k
---–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞
f

,⋅= =

k1 k2≥ Nemp1 Nemp2≥ d 1≥

Nmat1 Nmat2≥

k1 k2≥

Var Rmatw
ˆ( ) R 1 R–( ) E

1
Nmatw
-------------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ 1

1
f 1–
---------+⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞ 1
f 1–
---------–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞=

k1 k2≥ kw t1 k1⋅ t2 k2⋅+= t1 k1⋅ t2 k2⋅+ 1=

k1 kw k2≥ ≥
Nmatw t1 Nmat1 t2 Nmat2⋅+⋅=

k1 k2≥
Nmat1 Nmat2≥ Nmat1 Nmatw Nmat2≥ ≥

1
Nmat1

----------- 1
Nmatw
------------- 1

Nmat2

-----------≤ ≤ E
1

Nmat1

-----------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ ≤

E
1

Nmatw
-------------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞ E

1
Nmat2

-----------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞≤

Algorithm 1. Weight one permutation hashing

Input: The set S
1
 and S

2
, , 

             and .

Output: Rw

1: Generate a random permutation function π: Ω→Ω;

2: According to the permutation function π, the random permutation 

    sequences of the sets S1 and S2 are respectively π(S1), π(S2);

3: Divide the whole set Ω into t
1
 to tm parts in proportion, and then 

    evenly divide into ki bins in each ti;

4: Count Nmatw and Nempw values corresponding to π(S
1
) and π(S

2
) in 

    each bin;

5: Estimate the similarity between S
1
 and S

2
 based on 

   , where ;

S1, S2 Ω 0, 1, ..., D 1–{ }=∈

t t1, t2, ..., tm{ }= k k1, k2, ..., km{ }=

Rw
Nmatw

kw Nempw–
-------------------------= kw ki

i 0=

m

∑=

Fig. 2. Bin partition diagram.
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k divided by the entire space Ω is larger, that is, the

smaller the width of each bin, the higher is the precision

of calculation, and smaller is the variance. Once the

number of bins k of the OPH is determined, the bin width

is fixed. If the user needs to improve the accuracy, the

value of k needs to be increased, that is, the entire space

needs to be re-divided into more bins, which results in

complete re-creation of the hash value of all documents.

In this experiment, three different WOPHs were

constructed using k1 = 1000 and k2 = 10000, and the

variances of OPH(k1), OPH(k2) and three WOPHs were

measured separately. The WOPH(750:2500) indicates

that the kw is composed of k1 = 1000 and k2 = 10000 in

proportion to t1:t2=3:1. The WOPH(500:5000) indicates

that its kw is composed of k1 = 1000 and k2 = 10000 in

proportion to t1:t2=1:1. The WOPH (250:7500) indicates

that its kw is composed of k1 = 1000 and k2 = 10000 in

proportion to t1:t2=1:3. A schematic diagram of the

construction of WOPH(750:2500), WOPH(750:2500),

and WOPH(750:2500) is shown in Fig. 3.

Using the above 9 pairs of documentation, the estimated

Var(Rmat) for OPH(1000), OPH(10000), WOPH(750:2500),

WOPH(500:5000), and WOPH(250:7500) was tested.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4, and the

conclusions are as follows:

1) There is no doubt that the variance of OPH decreases

with the increase of k. For example, the variance of

OPH(10000) is smaller than that of OPH(1000).

2) The WOPH is composed of OPH(1000) and

OPH(10000) in different weight proportions. With

increased k, the variance of WOPH also decreases. For

example, WOPH(250:7500) has the largest variance,

followed by WOPH(500:5000), and WOPH(750:2500)

has the smallest variance.

3) In all experimental datasets, the variances of

OPH(1000), WOPH(750:2500), WOPH(750:2500),

WOPH(750:2500), and OPH(10000) are in descending

order. Thus, Var(Rmat1) ≤ Var(Rmatw) ≤ Var(Rmat2) is

proved.

The experimental conclusion is that if users want to

change the calculation precision, OPH is necessary to re-

partition the bin, and cannot use the previous division.

However, WOPH only needs two reusable bins of k1 and

k2 to satisfy all types of user accuracy requirements. 

C. Variance Change in The Process of
Comparison

If the user’s demand for k is fixed, but the variance of

WOPH and OPH is the same under the same k, then what

does WOPH suggest in this case? We consider the

comparison in stages, that is, to determine the change in

accuracy based on comparison time. Undoubtedly, as the

number of comparisons increases, that is, k increases, the

variance decreases. Therefore, we attempted to find the

difference between the slopes of the variance curves of

WOPH and OPH in the similarity comparison process.

Therefore, we choose to construct WOPH(500:5000),

which is composed of k1 = 1000 and k2 = 10000 according

to the proportion of t1:t2=1:1. WOPH(5000:500) is

composed of k2 = 10000 and k1 = 1000 according to the

Table 2. Experimental datasets

Group No. Word1 Word2 f1 f2 f = f1 + f2 – a R

1 RIGHTS RESERVED 12234 11272 12526 0.877

2 OF AND 37339 36289 41572 0.771

3 ALL MORE 26668 17909 31638 0.409

4 CONTACT INFORMATION 16836 16339 24974 0.328

5 MAY ONLY 2999 2697 4433 0.285

6 TOP BUSINESS 9151 8284 14992 0.163

7 TIME JOB 12386 3263 13874 0.128

8 REVIEW PAPER 3197 1944 4769 0.078

9 A TEST 39063 2278 2060 0.052

Fig. 3. Different kinds of WOPH are formed by two different
types of OPH.
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proportion of t2:t1=1:1. The larger the space length, the

smaller the variance and the higher is the calculation

accuracy. A schematic diagram of WOPH is shown in

Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 6, the experimental results demonstrate

the following conclusions: 

1) At the final comparison point k = 500, WOPH and

OPH show the same variance. 

2) As shown in Fig. 5, at the same comparison point

k = 500, WOPH(500:5000) covers the maximum

length of space Ω; therefore, WOPH(500:5000) has

the minimum variance of three curves, as shown in

Fig. 6.

3) OPH represents a linear downward trend, and

WOPH(500:5000) falls sharply first and then

slowly. WOPH(5000:500) slowly decreases initially

and sharply thereafter. 

WOPH can quickly and flexibly form a variety of kw

to meet different requirements of variance and calculation

accuracy. At the same time, the variance curve can be

quickly decreased and slowly decreased in similarity

comparison. Therefore, WOPH can result in accurate

changes in similarity comparison; however, the final

precision and variance are the same as OPH. 

Therefore, we combine the dynamic double filter with

WOPH to obtain the results in advance without the need

for complete similarity comparison.

V. APPLICATIONS

A. Document Clustering Pairs

The main function of document clustering is to form

document pairs that may have a high degree of similarity.

Fig. 4. Variance measurement curve of Rmat..

Fig. 5. Configuration scheme of WOPH(500:5000), WOPH(5000:500),
and OPH(5500).
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The document clustering process is shown in Fig. 7 and

the main steps of document clustering are as follows: 

Step 1. The title and keyword of each document are

partitioned into shingles that differ from the body of the

shingles and are named T-shingle. This step produces an

m×n binary group (T-shingle, ID), where n is the total

number of documents and m is the average T-shingle

number of the document.

Step 2. The m×n binary group (T-shingle, ID) is sorted

so that documents with the same T-shingle are clustered

together.

Step 3. The sorted (T-shingle, ID) lists are scanned to

extract the ID with the same T-shingle to form an (ID-ID,

Count), where the Count represents the number of similar

T-shingles in two documents. 

Step 4. If the Count in (ID-ID, Count) is greater than a

certain threshold, the document pair corresponding to the

ID-ID is extracted to form a document pair to be similarly

detected.

B. Threshold Filtering Strategy of Document
Pairs

Because the estimator of WOPH accords with a binomial

distribution, the calculation speed can be improved by

combining the dynamic double-filtering threshold proposed

in [41] during eigenvalue comparison. In the eigenvalue

comparison, if k = 100, 200, ... the comparison point is

Fig. 6. Variance curve in the process of similarity comparison.

Fig. 7. The process of document clustering.
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set, and the lower boundary threshold FL(k) and the upper

boundary threshold FU(k) are defined at each comparison

point, and if the following rules are met: if > FU(k), the

output document pair is ; if < FL(k), the

 is filtered out, and the remaining filtered data can

be used at subsequent observation points (for example, k

= 200, 400, 600, etc.). The overall recall rate is 100%.

The dynamic double threshold filtering strategy is shown

in Fig. 8.

As long as the selected small probability is small

enough (for example, 10-10), the probability that the upper

and lower thresholds of each comparison point lead to an

error is small; in the case where the selection of a small

probability does not lead to error filtering, it is possible to

select a larger probability to increase the filtering rate.

C. Results

Based on the practical application, 100 million data

pairs were calculated by WOPH, accounting for almost

100×106×k comparisons in total. The set small

probability value is 10-10. According to Theorems 1 and 2

in [41], the upper bound threshold FU(k) and the lower

bound threshold FL(k) can be determined. Setting the

threshold T0 to 0.8, 0.5, 0.3 in WOPH(1000) for time

testing, the document pairs with similarity less than T0

were outputted. The experimental results are shown in

Fig. 9.

As shown in Fig. 8, the performance of the calculation

can be significantly improved by setting the filter. In the

actual document set, similar documents are few in

number, that is, documents with a similarity of less than

0.8 are dominant. Therefore, only a small number of

comparisons can filter most of the document pairs, thereby

reducing the amount of comparison time. For a large

number of real data with low similarity, accompanied by

high threshold queries, the filter reduces the comparison

by 85%, compared with the original WOPH.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a WOPH. The WOPH can

flexibly and quickly change the size of the partition

number kw according to the different levels of accuracy

required. Since kw is composed of pre-divided k1 and k2 in

proportion, the time for division of the partition is saved

compared with OPH. The variance of WOPH can be

decreased, rapidly first and then slowly, and the final

calculation accuracy is the same as OPH with same k. In

applications, we combined the dynamic double filter with

WOPH to reduce the calculation time by terminating

unnecessary comparisons in advance. For example, for a

large number of real data with a low similarity accom-

panied by high threshold queries, the filter reduces the

comparison of WOPH by 85%.
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